Homonyms

Name______________________________

1. You ____________ unhappy today.
   seam   seem

2. The ____________ on my pants split open.
   seam   seem

3. Will you ____________ the seam on my pants together?
   sew   so

4. __________ what if it rains, I like walking in the rain.
   sew   so

5. 15 is the ____________ of 10 + 5.
   some   sum

6. May I have ____________ of your peanuts?
   some sum

7. The ____________ is shining brightly today.
   sun   son

8. My friend is the ____________ of James Jones.
   son   sun

9. I don't like it when you ____________ at me!
   stair   stare

10. One more ____________ to climb.
    stair   stare